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The Very Moment
We Become National Socialists
Sepp892
This article was written by one of our
Italian co-workers.
If I were to be asked today which was
the exact moment I became a true National Socialist I would surely be baffled. The answer is that I could not really answer that question. Becoming a
National Socialist across the 20th and
21st century is not something you usually do overnight. Simple as that. Or better put, complex as that.
Each and everyone of us White men
born in the second part of the “short
century” came to this world with two
original sins. The one that everybody is
burdened with by biblical tradition, and
the second one, pinned only on White
people, that of being White.
That “shame” we are born with and to
which we get used to since the earliest

years of our lives directs and conditions our lives in every social interaction, and it
represents a central core of our education. We are taught that White people are
bad, that being proud of our cultural inheritance is wrong and ridiculous, and that
National Socialism is the worst ideology and political vision of all. We grow used
to fear the words themselves.
Then how come so many of us resist the shaming with such effective brainwashing and turn out to be National Socialist? What is it that makes the difference?
When does it happen that we decide to stand up for our rights?
Of course, every National Socialist has his own story to tell, but I would dare
say that all of us had hard times to deal with on the way. It is hard to be a National
Socialist these days and, even though I personally find that struggling is the best
training for victory, it still keeps a lot of good men from joining our ranks.
This is a story of inspiration.
Again, if I were to be asked “gun to the head” what was my moment of noturning-back, I would probably say the day I saw Riefenstahl’s masterpiece film
“Triumph of the Will”. The very closing scene is the notorius speech Adolf Hitler
addressed at the closure of the sixth National Socialist Party Congress on Sept.
8th, 1934 in Nürnberg. A written transcript will do no justice to the impact that
such speech can have on someone who is following the path to NS, but I’ll just
note down some impressions.
“The Sixth Party Rally is coming to an end. What millions of Germans outside
our ranks may simply have rated as an imposing display of political power was
infinitely more for hundreds of thousands of fighters; the great personal, political
and spiritual meeting of the old fighters and battle comrades. And perhaps, in
spite of the spectacular forcefulness of this imposing review of the armies of the
Party, many among them were wistfully thinking back to the days when it was
difficult to be a National Socialist.”
Sounds familiar, doesn’t it? THESE are the days when it is difficult to be a National Socialist. No wonder here you can hear the emotion in the Führer’s voice.
It’s the same struggle all over again, isn’t it?
For when our Party comprised just seven people, it already formulated two
principles: it wanted to be a truly ideological party; it wanted, uncompromisingly,
sole and absolute power in Germany.
We, as a party, had to remain a minority, because we mobilized the most valuable elements of fight and sacrifice in the nation, and they are never a majority
but always a minority. And since the best racial component of the German nation,
proudly self-assured, courageously, and daringly, demanded leadership of the
Reich and the people, the people followed its leadership in ever greater numbers
and subordinated themselves to it.
The German people are happily aware that the eternal flight of appearances has

now been replaced by one stable pole, which sensing and knowing that it represented the very best German blood, rose to the leadership of the nation and is determined to keep this leadership, and exercise it, and never give it up again.
There will always be only one segment of a people who will be really active
fighters, and more is demanded of them than of the millions of other people.
For them it is not enough to simply say, "I believe;" they take an oath, "I shall
fight!"
There it is. That could be considered the very moment when I felt that I NEEDED to be part of that one segment. That is when my fight began.
The party will for all times be the leadership reservoir of the German people,
unchangeable in its teachings, hard as steel in its organization, pliable and adaptable in its tactics, and in its total appearance the manifestation of the spirit of the
nation. Again it must be that all decent Germans become National Socialists. Only the best National Socialists become party members.
Formerly, our opponents saw to it that through prohibition and persecution our
movement was periodically purged of the light chaff that began to settle in it. Now
we must practice selectiveness ourselves and expel what has proved to be rotten
and therefore not of our kind. It is our wish and intent that this state and this
Reich shall endure through the millennia ahead. We can rejoice in the knowledge
that the future belongs totally to us.
Where the older generations might still waver, the youth is sworn to us and given
to us, body and soul. Only if we realize in the Party the ultimate essence and idea
of National Socialism, through the joint effort of all of us, will it forever and indestructibly be a possession of the German people and the German nation. Then the
splendid and glorious army of the old and proud armed services of our nation will
be joined by the no less tradition-bound leadership of the Party and together these
two establishments will form and firm the German people and carry on their
shoulders the German state and German Reich.
At this hour, tens of thousands of party comrades are beginning to leave town.
While some are still reminiscing, others are getting ready for the next roll call, and
always people will come and go, and always they will be gripped anew, gladdened, and inspired, for the idea and the Movement are expressions of the life of
our people and therefore, symbols of eternity.
Long live the National Socialist Movement. Long live Germany!
Doesn’t it feels like we are fighting the same battle all over again? Shall we be
proud to be honoured to feel so close to the heroes that showed us the way to the
right world order? One thing for sure is: the path is still traced, it is up to us not to
lose track.

The Odyssey of Fred
Part 2

My New Home
I was lucky!
My new home wasn’t too bad.
Aside from the lack of windows. (I certainly did not miss television and Internet.)
The staff was polite and professional. Physically attractive people. Especially the
ladies!
The food was good. A mixture of farm wife and German cooking. Lots of meat
and garden fresh vegetables. Even home baked bread and cookies.
Dogs, cats, and other animals roamed the halls. “Extra security.”
Were they trying to keep us IN? Or somebody else OUT?
Occasionally I saw Helga escort an elderly fellow to a door with the sign “Eintritt
verboten!” They would disappear for hours.
The rumor was that the old guy was allowed to visit town. But only with an escort.
I do not know why. Perhaps he was senile. Sometimes wandered off and got lost.
Actually, I was a little jealous of him, because he got to spend so much time with
Helga. Even though he was obviously too old to make full use of this golden opportunity.
There were also other exits marked “Ausgang.” These underground tunnels led to
small buildings disguised as unused outhouses scattered across the prairie.

